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mobiliz-powered Financial Inclusion & Microfinance:

mobiliz-powered Dairy Automation:

mobiliz-powered Sales Force Automation:

mobiliz-powered Agro Management:

mobiliz-powered e-Learning: 

mobiliz-powered e-Government:

mobiliz-powered e-Business: 

mobiliz-powered On-field survey application:

mobiliz-powered Personal Computing:

Overcoming the power shortage in rural areas, Mobiliz Technology, powered by portable 
solar panels, have made deeper and effective penetration across the hinterlands of India. 
Mobiliz has made the enrollment and verification segment of the financial inclusions 
simple for every individual. From cash deposit/withdrawal to loan and remittance, Mobiliz 
promises completely secured and accurate transactions. In-built Camera, Smart Card 
Reader & Writer, SAM Card Reader, Biometric Sensor and GPRS makes your nationalized 
banking experience simple and manipulation free. 

Mobiliz Technology applications have made life simpler for the Dairy Industry. Mobiliz 
efficiently manages the Dairy automation at the milk collection centers. It has also 
revolutionized the milk producers’ payment method by using the in-house concept-d2b 
(dairy-to-bank) providing the banking services to the un-banked milk producers.

Mobiliz can be widely used by the sales force and vendors especially in rural areas as it 
provides them with an online access to all sales transactions assisting them in making 
inventory management efficient and accurate. Mobiliz helps the shopkeeper and the 
vendor to capture the information at source without duplication. Portable solar panels of 
Mobiliz ensures the continuity of work.

Mobiliz can be widely used in the Agro Management by individual farmers and their
associates, research and development farms, agricultural consultants and lots more. The
farmer can manage multiple farms, which is essential for optimization of resources, input 
management and financial management of farm resulting in higher productivity. Its 
portable solar panels are helpful in bridging the gap by introducing technology 
applications in Agro Management.

Mobiliz is a user friendly device with Touch Screen, Touch Pad, QWERTY Keyboard, 
Stereo Speakers & Microphone making learning easy on the go. Mobiliz makes it a joyful 
learning experience for students with its e-Learning application which has a direct access 
to the digital library. With In-built audio and video features, its usability extends to schools 
in various languages with digitized syllabuses. Mobiliz is a perfect mix of edu-tainment, 
making learning interactive, simple and joyful.

Mobiliz simplifies a number of e-Government initiatives such as UIDAI, NERGA etc simple 
with its In-built Camera, Smart card reader & writer, SAM card reader, GPRS, Biometric 
and GPS technology. These features can be extensively used to bring transparency and 
efficiency. All these features are integrated in a single device, making the understanding 
and practice of these e-Government initiatives, simpler. 

Mobiliz can be widely used for a number of business purposes as it plays a crucial role in 
connecting villages. A community service center strengthened by Mobiliz gives access to 
a number of usages like e-ticket booking (rail, bus, air), e-bill payment, mobile recharge 
and online shopping. Its usage across vivid business operations scales to digital models 
which are robust and viable.

Mobiliz can be extensively used for any kind of on-field survey right from demography, 
health, population, fertility, to mortality and lots more. The information comes handy and 
can be referred for future use as well. Multi usage feature has enhanced its usage with 
error free and accurate information available in single device.

Mobiliz provides personal computing experience for those who haven't had any 
computing exposure before. It holds an array of open-source applications such as Email, 
Browsing, Chatting, Office suite etc making personal computing enjoyable, interactive 
and approachable. 

Single Device Multiple Applications
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m-stands for mobiliz

Key Highlights of DSK mobiliz

About DSK Group
DSK Group is one of the leading and 
diversified business conglomerates in India. 
It’s a 4 decade old, Pune based entity with a 
turnover above Rs. 4000 crore. DSK Group 
operates in sectors like Construction, Real 
Estate, Automobiles, IT & ITeS Products, 
Education, Investments, Travel and Leisure, 
Hospitality and Infrastructure. DSK Group is 
known for its commitment to excellence in 
customer satisfaction.

About DSK Digital 
Technologies

DSK Digital Technologies is embarking upon 
an inspiring journey of making technology 
“easy to use” as well as “cost effective” for 
the common people. DSK Digital 
Technologies is focused on bringing 
convergent and mobile technologies with 
innovations. Our quest is to make the 
common people use technology in their 
everyday life.

DSK

The People Technology

Product’s signature USPs

The -powerm

m for mobility: 
A unique portable 
device which weighs 
less than 900 gms and 
can be easily carried 
while on the go.

m for multifaceted:  
A single computing 
device that has the 
functionality of PDA 
mobility, Tablet 
convenience and 
Desktop efficiency to 
cater to multiple 
applications with 
multilingual support.

m for modular:
A unique device having 
varied application 
support, combined with 
features like solar 
powered and green 
computing, making it a 
whole package for a  
wholesome application 
oriented user 
experience.     

mobility multifacet modular

Empowering India with 
Technology 

Founded with a vision to develop an easy to 
use and cost effective technology for the 
people of the nation. DSK Digital 
Technologies endeavored to Empower India 
with Technology. Products powered with such 
technology that makes life easier. The first 
step towards this endeavor is the 
development of a device powered by 
technology that acutely addresses the needs 
of Indian masses with a multi utility, multi 
lingual, feature rich, solar powered device.

DSK

� Green Computing Device (consumes 3.5W of Power)

�Long lasting In-built Battery (more than 5 hrs of backup)

�Solar Powered Device with Portable Solar Panels

�Open-Source Operating System

�Ease of Usage (Touch Screen, Touch Pad & QWERTY Keyboard)

�Multimedia Support (In-built Camera (front or rear) with Stereo Speakers & Mic) 

�Superior Connectivity (In-built Wi-Fi, GPRS, Ethernet)

�Location Tracker with GPS

�Secured Transactions (Dual Security Access Module Reader, Dual Smart Card 
Reader & Writer, Biometric Sensor) 

�Additional Storage Feature

�Serial Extension Feature

�Dual USB Ports

�Light-weight & Easy to Carry (less than 900 Grams)

Power Efficient CPU OMAP 3503 ARM Cortex A-8 @ 600Mhz
Memory 512 MB Mobile DDR RAM
Storage 4 GB eMMC
Display Device 7.0” TFT LCD 480 x 800 (WVGA), 256K colours, white LED 

backlight. Resistive Touch Panel.
Standard Built-in Peripherals USB 2.0 Host Ports x 2

IEEE-802.11 b/g/n Wireless LAN Interface (Wi-Fi)
10/100-BaseT Ethernet Port
SD/MMC Slot (External storage upto 32 GB)
2 Mega Pixel CMOS Camera (Front / Rear)
RTC 
QWERTY Keyboard (80 Keys)
Touch Pad (3 Buttons)
Built-in Charger
Smartcard Reader & Writer Ports x 2
SAM Slots x 2
GSM / GPRS modem
Serial extension (up to 4 ports)
Microphone line in
Stereo line out

Optional Peripherals Solar PV Panels - Flexible 2 panels 12V.
Biometric Sensor
Dot matrix / Thermal Printer
CDMA / GPRS USB data modem

Battery Lithium-Ion battery 7.4V@3000mAh. More than 5 hours battery 
backup

Power Supply Universal input AC adapter 12V 2.5A
Weight Less than 900gms
Operating System Open-source Linux 2.6.34, TCP/IP, FTP, SSH, HTTP, TELNET, 
& Software packages C/C++ , GTK, Java, Apache, Mysql, PHP, Firefox, OpenOffice 

Suite, PDF Viewer, Audio/Video player, GNU Flash Player, Email 
client, Chat client, Image Viewer, Paintbrush, Games, Leafpad, 
Calculator, Internet Dialer.

Truly Indian Solar Powered Portable User Friendly Secured Transactions

Technical Specifications
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